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Abstract: Battery voltage is a pivotal parameter for evaluating battery health and safety. The precise
prediction of battery voltage and the implementation of anomaly detection are imperative for ensuring
the secure and dependable operation of battery systems. Nevertheless, during the actual operation of
electric vehicles, battery performance is subject to the influence of the vehicle’s operational state and
battery characteristic parameters, introducing challenges to safety alerts. In order to address these
challenges and achieve precise battery voltage prediction, this paper comprehensively considers the
battery characteristics and driving behavior of electric vehicles in both charging and operational states.
Mathematical processing, including averaging and variance calculation, is applied to the battery
characteristic parameter data and driving behavior data. By integrating historical voltage data and
employing a modified gradient boosting decision tree algorithm (GBDT), a fast and accurate online
voltage prediction method is proposed. Hyperparameter optimization is employed to minimize
prediction voltage errors. The accuracy and timeliness of the predictions are validated through a
comprehensive evaluation and comparison of the forecasted voltages. To diagnose anomalies in
battery voltage, the paper proposes a fault diagnosis method that combines the Isolation Forest
and Boxplot techniques. Finally, utilizing authentic electric vehicle data for validation, the research
underscores the capability of the proposed method to achieve accurate voltage predictions six minutes
in advance and provide effective fault diagnosis. This investigation carries substantial practical
implications for fortifying battery management and optimizing the performance of electric vehicles.

Keywords: electric vehicles; lithium-ion battery; gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT); Isolation
Forest (iForest); boxplot; data driven; fuzzy logic

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivations

In recent years, global issues related to fuel supply and environmental pollution
have become increasingly prominent. Reducing carbon emissions is a goal that countries
around the world are striving for. Against this backdrop, major global economies have
successively put forward their carbon neutrality goals. Given that the transportation sector
contributes significantly to global carbon emissions, the application of new energy vehicles
will effectively reduce the consumption of fossil fuels and enhance energy efficiency, and
the development of new energy vehicles has become one of the crucial global strategies
for promoting carbon reduction. In recent years, the market share of electric vehicles
worldwide has grown rapidly, driven by technological advancements [1]. The power battery
system constitutes a pivotal element in electric vehicles, exerting substantial influence over
their driving performance, safety, and longevity. Despite noteworthy enhancements in
battery energy density and lifespan in recent decades, issues related to battery safety
persist, forming a focal point for rigorous investigation. In recent years, there have been
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hundreds of incidents of thermal runaway in electric vehicles, posing threats to the safety
of passengers and property [2]. In the actual operation of electric vehicles, the state of the
battery is continually influenced by various random factors, including the environment,
driving behavior, and weather. Battery cells or accessories may incur diverse faults owing
to the aging process or misuse during practical application. Numerous studies highlight
that voltage abnormalities can precipitate various battery faults, broadly categorized into
four types: overvoltage, undervoltage, rapid voltage fluctuations, and inadequate battery
voltage uniformity. For instance, overvoltage suggests potential issues such as overcharging
in the battery system and the deactivation of charging protection circuits. When a battery
pack experiences overcharging, it triggers an overvoltage fault, and the cell with the
highest voltage will be the first to be overcharged. Excessive energy is then fed into some
cells within the battery pack, potentially leading to thermal runaway more intensively
than in other abusive conditions. Due to the hazards of overcharging, scholars have
conducted detailed studies on the occurrences of side reactions, temperature changes,
gas generation, and other aspects during the overcharging process [3]. Saito et al. [4]
demonstrated through experimental research that the heat generated by the battery is
positively correlated with the charging current, indicating that Ohmic heating is a significant
heat source during the overcharging process. Lin et al. [5] revealed the mechanism of side
reactions induced by overcharging. Initially, lithium dendrites form on the surface of the
anode. Subsequently, excessive lithium ion deposition causes the collapse of the cathode
structure, generating a large amount of heat and O2. Simultaneously, the release of O2
accelerates the decomposition of the electrolyte, producing a significant amount of gas
and leading to an increase in internal battery pressure, resulting in expansion or explosion.
Undervoltage signifies over-discharging of the battery system or internal short circuits.
When an internal short circuit fault occurs in the power battery pack, with the generation
of a large current, the temperature of the battery pack rises rapidly within a short period,
leading to severe thermal runaway [6,7]. Some researchers have employed methods such as
mechanical penetration, compression, implantation of shape memory alloys, and extreme
temperature testing to obtain the dynamic characteristic parameters of internal short circuit
faults. They have also constructed models for internal short-circuit faults in lithium-ion
batteries [8–10]. Furthermore, voltage abnormalities imply the potential occurrence of more
severe faults. Due to the inconsistency in the voltage of the battery pack, when the battery
management system fails to effectively monitor the individual voltages of power battery
cells, the cell with the lowest voltage will experience over-discharge first. The mechanism
of over-discharge is different from other types of misuse, and its potential danger is often
overlooked. In a series-connected battery pack, cells with voltages below the cutoff voltage
are forcibly discharged, leading to a magnetic pole reversal, the battery voltage becoming
negative, and consequently causing abnormal heating of the battery. During the over-
discharge process, excessive lithium removal from the anode leads to the dissolution of
the SEI membrane, generating CO or CO2 gas and causing cell expansion. When the
over-discharged battery is recharged, a new SEI membrane will form on the anode surface.
At the same time, the regenerated SEI membrane alters the electrochemical characteristics
of the anode, resulting in an increase in cell impedance and a decrease in capacity [11].
Additionally, the dissolution of the copper foil, internal migration, and deposition of copper
not only lead to a decrease in battery capacity but may also trigger internal short circuits,
thereby causing thermal runaway. Undetected faults may negatively impact battery safety,
and under extreme conditions, they may escalate into thermal runaway within the battery
system [12,13]. Incidents of fire in electric vehicles pose a substantial threat to human
life and property [14,15]. Consequently, timely and precise voltage prediction and fault
diagnosis assume paramount importance in ensuring the secure operation of vehicles and
furnishing decision-making support for battery management.
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1.2. Lithium-Ion Power Battery Overview

Lithium-ion power batteries are primarily composed of a positive electrode, a negative
electrode, a separator between the positive and negative electrodes, a lithium salt electrolyte,
a positive temperature coefficient (PTC) element, and a safety valve. The positive electrode
typically provides sites for the acceptance and diffusion paths of lithium ions, largely
determining the overall performance of the power battery. Currently, the most common
positive electrode materials include LiCoO2, LiMn2O4, LiFePO4, and ternary materials
composed of various metal oxides. The negative electrode’s active material is usually a
paste-like substance composed of carbon materials, binders, and organic solvents coated
on a copper base in a thin layer. In addition, some new types of fast-charging batteries
use Li4Ti5O12 as the negative electrode material. The separator is used to isolate the flow
of electrons between the positive and negative electrodes, allowing only lithium ions to
pass through. It is generally made of microporous films of polyethylene or polypropylene.
The electrolyte is responsible for ion transmission and is typically a lithium salt electrolyte
with high capacitance mixed with organic solvents. The electrolyte must exhibit chemical
stability with the active material and adapt well to the intense oxidation–reduction reactions
that occur during the charge and discharge processes. To ensure safety during use, lithium-
ion power batteries typically incorporate a cutoff device for abnormal currents, usually a
PTC component. Despite this, abnormal increases in internal battery pressure may still
occur during use. To address this situation, the installation of a safety valve can effectively
release high-pressure gas, preventing the power battery from rupturing.

The differences in the positive and negative electrode materials, electrolyte materials,
and production processes of lithium-ion power batteries result in batteries exhibiting
different performances and having different names. Currently, lithium-ion power batteries
on the market are often named based on the positive electrode material. The common
abbreviations, positive electrode material, and performance characteristics of lithium-ion
power batteries are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Common lithium-ion power batteries.

Abbreviation Positive Electrode Material Battery Performance Characteristics

LCO LiCoO2 High voltage (3.9 V), higher specific energy, but there is a safety hazard of fire

LMO LiMn2O4
The voltage and specific energy are close to those of LCO, the capacity declines

quickly, and the thermal stability is poor.

LFP LiFePO4

it exhibits commendable safety features, accompanied by a high power density,
albeit with a lower energy density. Moreover, it demonstrates favorable thermal

stability.

NCA Li0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2
The voltage is slightly lower than LCO, the safety is better than LCO, and the

cycle life characteristics are good

NMC LiNi1−x−yCoxMnyO2 Its security is between NCA and LMO, and its capacity declines faster than NCA

1.3. Research Review

Presently, numerous scholars have devoted substantial efforts to diagnosing and
predicting faults in battery systems, resulting in a considerable repository of literature.
This body of literature introduces a plethora of fault diagnosis methods, primarily catego-
rized into three groups: knowledge-based, model-based, and data-driven fault diagnosis
approaches [16].

Knowledge-based diagnostic methods leverage the knowledge of battery systems and
are particularly suitable for nonlinear and complex lithium-ion battery systems without
the need for developing mathematical models. The most widely used knowledge-based
approaches include methods based on graph theory, fuzzy logic, and the expert system.
Specifically, by employing graph theory, such as directed graphs [17] and fault mode and
effect analysis [18], it is possible to construct a fault diagnosis network based on the fault
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propagation relationships among various components in the system. Relevant search
theory is then applied to locate faults. The expert system is a computer program designed
to simulate the reasoning and decision-making of human experts [19]. Knowledge and
rules are established using the rich experience of historical databases and domain experts.
Fuzzy logic, through the use of fuzzy parameters, fuzzy models, and fuzzy thresholds, can
be applied to fault diagnosis. Xia et al. [20] designed an external short-circuit experiment
for lithium-ion batteries, proposing a fundamental logical framework for diagnosing ex-
ternal short-circuit faults based on parameters that significantly change during external
short-circuit processes: temperature change rate, battery threshold, and voltage threshold.
Duan et al. [21], based on the standard deviation of selected indicators calculated using
information entropy, set certain thresholds to assess individual inconsistency.

Model-based methods involve constructing a model that can simulate the dynamic
characteristics of a battery, accurately depicting the evolution of the battery state under
normal or faulty conditions. The model’s estimated values are then compared with the
actual values from the operation of a real vehicle to form a residual signal [22], with the
size of the residual determining whether the battery is faulty [23]. Son et al. [24] devised
a two-step stochastic fault detection and diagnosis algorithm for lithium-ion batteries,
aiming to refine the model of lithium-ion battery units and identify anomalous operations
within standard operating conditions. Dey S et al. [25] proposed a diagnostic algorithm for
thermal faults in lithium-ion batteries, leveraging a two-state thermal model that captures
the dynamics of battery surface and cell temperature with the goal of diagnosing various
battery faults. Yang et al. [26] introduced a fractional-order model and a first-order RC
model to characterize the electrical response of battery units during external short-circuit
faults in lithium-ion batteries. Zhang H et al. [27] suggested a recursive least squares
algorithm for parameter identification, incorporating memory constraints to address and
eliminate the occurrence of “imaginary” parameters. This method is applied to identify the
resistance in parallel battery packs. Gong et al. [28] presented a data-driven, bidirectional
modeling approach for lithium-ion batteries. Additionally, Kim et al. [29] outlined a
fault safety design methodology for lithium-ion battery systems, offering precise fault
localization and utilizing easily measurable signals at module terminals for fault assessment.
Li et al. [30] proposed a joint estimation strategy for battery capacity and state of charge
(SOC) based on a first-order RC model. This method optimally combines the strengths of
both the RC model and SOC joint estimation, ensuring accuracy without imposing stringent
requirements on environmental temperature distribution. Wang et al. [31] introduced a
model-based fault diagnosis approach for evaluating the insulation status of battery packs.
Similarly, Liu et al. [32] presented a model-based scheme for detecting and isolating sensor
faults in series battery packs. They employed adaptive extended Kalman filtering to
estimate the state of each unit, generating residual signals by comparing estimated voltage
values with measured voltage values. In essence, model-based methods offer a precise
depiction of the battery’s evolution under both normal and faulty conditions.

Numerous studies have suggested the effective application of data-driven techniques
in the domain of power battery fault diagnosis and prediction. Hong et al. [33], through
continuous monitoring of battery temperature during vehicle operation, achieve simul-
taneous diagnosis and prediction of thermal runaway resulting from temperature faults.
Additionally, a safety management strategy for thermal runaway is proposed using the
Z-score method. Zhang et al. [34] utilize a multidimensional fault diagnosis approach
for the quantitative analysis of the complete lifecycle data from real thermal runaway
vehicles. This approach involves diagnostics for battery voltage range, identification of
abnormal cells, voltage jump diagnosis, and temperature range diagnosis, with the goal of
uncovering potential faults in the power battery. Li et al. [35], through the integration of
LSTM and CNN, propose a heat runaway prediction model based on abnormal heating.
This model facilitates an 8-min advance prediction of battery temperature, offering drivers
ample reaction time.
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Li et al. [36] introduced a multi-fault online diagnostic method that integrates non-
redundant measurement topology and weighted Pearson correlation coefficients. The
approach identifies diverse circuit faults by assigning different forgetting factors to mea-
surement data. Yang et al. [37], utilizing cyclic experimental data from automotive
lithium batteries, proposed a gray model algorithm to predict battery capacity degra-
dation. Zhao et al. [38] developed a fault prediction model using capacity degradation
data from lithium-ion batteries. The model, based on LSTM neural networks, estimates
pseudo-fault life upon reaching the fault threshold. Kang et al. [39] introduced a multi-fault
online diagnostic method that employs non-redundant cross-type measurement circuits
and an enhanced correlation coefficient approach. The method discriminates unit faults
from other faults by analyzing the correlation coefficients of adjacent voltages with fault
indicators. Moreover, it isolates connection faults and voltage sensor faults by examining
the correlation coefficients of adjacent voltage differences and current. Hu et al. [40] devised
a method for predicting the health of electric vehicle batteries through sample entropy and
sparse Bayesian prediction modeling. Nevertheless, stability concerns persist in an online
vehicle environment.

In summary, existing research has several shortcomings in the following aspects:
Graph theory has explicit causal relationships, and its diagnostic results are easy to interpret.
However, a thorough understanding of the fault mechanism is required for graph theory,
and the complex fault mechanism of battery systems makes it difficult to establish an
accurate diagnostic network. Expert system methods do not need to be based on a physical
model; however, when applied to battery systems, there are also some problems, such as
difficulties in knowledge acquisition and inaccurate knowledge representation. Some fuzzy
parameters of battery faults can be addressed using fuzzy logic methods, but formulating
effective rules remains a significant challenge. Model-based methods generally have the
following disadvantages: First, diagnosis heavily depends on modeling techniques and
requires high model accuracy; Second, in many studies, these models are only applicable to
certain types of faults; Third, it is difficult to present appropriate thresholds; and thresholds
are often influenced by various factors, including modeling errors, random disturbances,
and system inputs and outputs. Data-driven methods based on battery temperature
characteristics typically have the following drawbacks: First, calculating temperature
differences between batteries often takes a long time, posing inherent latency issues; Second,
temperature sensors are uniformly distributed in lithium-ion batteries, not equipped with
sensors for each battery, making it impossible to locate specific faulty batteries. Data-driven
methods based on voltage prediction can achieve multi-step predictions, but as the number
of prediction steps increases, the prediction accuracy significantly decreases. Moreover, a
large number of manually optimized hyperparameters make the model less versatile.

1.4. Contributions

This article contributes in the following aspects:

(1) New Voltage Prediction Method: The article introduces an innovative battery voltage
prediction approach based on the modified GBDT. This method facilitates swift and
precise voltage prediction for multiple battery cells. Its exceptional training capability
and heightened predictive accuracy have been validated.

(2) Comprehensive Consideration of Vehicle States: In this study, diverse intrinsic factors
of the vehicle in both operational and charging states are examined. These factors
encompass battery total current, probe temperature, insulation resistance, and SOC.
Additionally, factors pertaining to driving behavior, such as speed and operational
smoothness, are taken into consideration. The comprehensive evaluation of these
multidimensional factors augments the precision and comprehensiveness of battery
voltage prediction in this paper.

(3) Anomaly Detection: iForest is used to calculate the abnormal score of each battery
cell, and then Boxplot is used to diagnose the above-obtained scores; the abnormal
cells are identified based on the scores. iForest and Boxplot are used for joint fault
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diagnosis to reduce the false alarm rate of abnormality detection and improve the
accuracy of power battery abnormality prediction.

Through these enhancements, the abnormal battery voltage prediction method in this
paper can more precisely anticipate potential battery faults, showcasing broad applicability
in practical scenarios.

1.5. Organization of Paper

This article’s second section provides a brief overview of actual vehicle operational
data gathered from the National Monitoring and Management Center for New Energy
Vehicles (NMMCNEV), along with details on data preprocessing methods. The third section
introduces the proposed power battery voltage prediction method, fault diagnosis method,
and specific process in detail. In the fourth section, the voltage prediction results are
presented, followed by a comprehensive discussion and validation to assess the method’s
robustness and adaptability. The fifth section explains real-world power battery fault
diagnosis results and verifies effectiveness. Finally, the sixth section summarizes key
findings, and the overall framework of this paper is shown in Figure 1.
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2. Data Description and Processing

In this study, the data were acquired from the National Monitoring and Manage-
ment Center for New Energy Vehicles (NMMCNEV). NMMCNEV is a big data platform
established for administrative supervision and management of new energy vehicles in
China. The data include voltage data for individual battery cells, total current, SOC, probe
temperature, and other parameters. This study specifically utilizes data from vehicles with
identified faults to conduct research. The electric vehicle model selected in this paper is
the announced model BJ7000C5E4-BEV, which is manufactured by BAIC Motor Co., Ltd.
(Beijing, China), as shown in Figure 2. The relevant parameters of the vehicle are presented
in Table 1. The power battery type is NMC, characterized by high energy density, high
specific capacity, and good cycling performance. The battery capacity typically decreases
to 80% of the initial capacity after more than 500 cycles, as indicated in Table 2.
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Table 2. Related parameters of the vehicle model.

Parameters Date

Total Mass 2058
Electric Motor PM50W01
Rated Power 50 KW
Vehicle Length/Width/Height 4582/1794/1515

This dataset is employed for training and validating the proposed battery anomaly
prediction method presented in this paper, assessing both its effectiveness and timeliness.

The operating data matrix of electric vehicles collected in NMMCNEV can be expressed
as Formula (1):

P = [Time, A, S, T, a1, a2, . . . , an], (1)

Among these, P denotes the structured data matrix, encompassing essential parameters
such as time, total current, total voltage, SOC, probe temperature, vehicle status, charging
status, and more. an signifies the data vector of the n-th data item. Illustratively, considering
Time matrix, total voltage matrix A, the vehicle status parameter matrix S, and probe
temperature matrix T, the specific expression matrix of each dataset item is as shown in
Formulas (2)–(5):

Time =
[
time1, time2, . . . , timei, . . . , timej

]T , (2)

where timei means at data collection time i(i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , j).

A =


U1,1 U1,2 · · · U1,k
U2,1 U2,2 · · · U2,k
· · · · · · Ut,h · · ·
Uj,1 Uj,2 · · · Uj,k

, (3)

where k is the number of battery cells, j is the number of rows corresponding to different
sampling times, and Ut,h represents the voltage value of the battery cell h(h = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k)
at time t(t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , j).

S =


I1 v1 soc1 r1
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
It vt soct rt
Ij vj socj rj

, (4)
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where It, vt, soct, rt represent the total current value of the battery pack, vehicle driving
speed, SOC, and insulation resistance value at time t(t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , j).

T =


T1,1 T1,2 · · · T1,m
T2,1 T2,2 · · · T2,m
· · · · · · Tt,l · · ·
Tj,1 Tj,2 · · · Tj,m

, (5)

where m is the number of temperature probes, j is the number of rows corresponding to
different sampling times, and Tt,l represents the temperature value of the temperature
probe l(l = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m) at time t(t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , j).

During vehicle operation, external factors influencing data are challenging to fully
control, resulting in potential anomalies like missing or inaccurate data within the col-
lected raw data. In response to these challenges, this study extracts and integrates data,
employing linear interpolation to supplement partially missing or inaccurate data. Concur-
rently, consecutive frames containing missing or inaccurate data are eliminated to improve
data accuracy and reliability. These data processing methods contribute significantly to
subsequent analytical and research endeavors. The methods are shown below:

(1) Linear interpolation method processing: If Pi is part of the data that is missing or
wrong, it will be processed using linear interpolation:

Pi = Pi−1 +
(timei − timei−1)Pi+1 − (timei − timei−1)Pi−1

(timei+1 − timei−1)
, (6)

(2) Deletion method: If P represents continuous data with missing values and errors, this
part of the data will be deleted directly.

3. Battery Fault Diagnosis Model Combining the Modified GBDT and iForest-Boxplot

In this study, we develop a novel model for predicting faults in battery systems by
combining the modified GBDT with the iForest-Boxplot method. The model comprises two
primary steps. First, the modified GBDT predicts the voltage of individual battery cells.
Second, the iForest-Boxplot method is applied to detect anomalies in the predicted voltages.
Specifically, iForest calculates anomaly scores for each individual battery cell, followed by
the utilization of a Boxplot to identify anomalous cells. This research aims to improve the
fault diagnosis capability of battery systems, offering effective safeguards for their safety
and reliability.

3.1. Battery Cell Voltage Prediction Model Based on the Modified GBDT

GBDT is an ensemble learning method based on decision trees. Its core idea involves
introducing new decision trees iteratively, with each tree correcting the errors of the previ-
ous one, gradually improving the overall accuracy of the model [41]. The algorithm uses
gradient descent during the training process to minimize the loss function, combined with
decision trees for modeling. Specifically, in each training round, the residuals from the
previous round are used as the target to train a new round of CART trees, i.e., to fit the
residuals. Typically, overfitting the training set can lead to a decrease in the model’s gener-
alization ability. Regularization, by constraining the fitting process, can reduce the impact
of overfitting. In this study, a regularization term is added to the original GBDT algorithm,
as shown in formula (d) in Algorithm 1. The core idea is not to rely on a single decision tree
but to consider each tree as capturing local information about the true relationship. There-
fore, when stacking models, only the local contributions of each tree are accumulated. This
approach, by collectively learning from multiple trees to compensate for their respective
shortcomings, reduces the model’s complexity and has a stronger overfitting prevention
effect compared to the original algorithm.
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Algorithm 1. The Modified GBDT

1. Initialize f0(x) = argminγ∑N
i=1 L(yi, γ).

2. For m = 1 to M:

(a) For i = 1, 2, . . . , N compute

rim = −[
∂L(yi , f (xi))

∂ f (xi)
]

f= fm−1

(b) Fit a regression tree to the targets rim giving terminal regions Rjm, j = 1, 2, . . . , Jm.
(c) For j = 1, 2, . . . , Jm compute

γjm = argmin
γ

∑
xi∈Rjm

L(yi, fm−1(xi) + γ).

(d) Update fm(x) = fm−1(x) + λ∑Jm
j=1 γjm I(x ∈ Rjm).

λ is learning rate, 0 < λ ≤ 1.

3. Output ˆf (x) = fM(x).

In order to comprehensively consider the impact of multiple characteristic parameters
of the vehicle and battery on the battery voltage, this paper selects a series of key parameters
as inputs to the model. These parameters encompass battery voltage, current, vehicle speed,
SOC, insulation resistance, and probe temperature. Moreover, to consider the impact of
smooth driving on battery voltage, we incorporate the average and variance of current
and vehicle speed within specific time intervals as supplementary input features for a
more precise representation of the vehicle’s operational condition. The average values of
SOC and insulation resistance within specific time intervals serve as input features. For
probe temperature, we utilize the average temperature from each probe and then aggregate
these averages within specific time intervals as input features. By incorporating these
comprehensive parameters, we can more fully capture the operational states of both the
vehicle and the battery, thereby enhancing the accuracy of battery voltage prediction. The
probe temperature matrix is processed as follows:

Tavg =
[
Tavg,1, Tavg,2, . . . , Tavg,t, . . . , Tavg,j

]T , (7)

where

Tavg,t =

m
∑

l=1
Tt,l

m
, (8)

where Tavg,t is the average value of m probe temperature at time t(t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , j).
Take the average of Tavg,t during time period j:

Tavg =

j
∑

t=1
Tavg,t

j
, (9)

The state characteristic matrix B of electric vehicles in each sampling time period:

Bn×k =



Iavg
Ivar
vavg
vvar
soc
r

Tavg


× k, (10)

Among them, Iavg and Ivar represent the mean and variance of the total current during
sampling time period j. vavg and vvar represent the mean and variance of the vehicle speed
during sampling time period j, thereby indicating the driving behavior of the vehicle. soc
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and r, respectively, represent the mean values of the battery state of charge and insulation
resistance during the sampling time period j.

In summary, the input matrix of the voltage prediction model based on the modified
GBDT is as follows:

C(j+n)×k =

[
A
B

]
, (11)

In order to achieve power battery voltage prediction, the output matrix of the model
is as follows:

Dp×k =


Uj+1,1 Uj+1,2 · · · Uj+1,k
Uj+2,1 Uj+2,2 · · · Uj+2,k
· · · · · · Uj+t,h · · ·

Uj+p,1 Uj+p,2 · · · Uj+p,k

, (12)

where p is the prediction time steps (PTS), and Uj+t,h is the voltage of the battery cell h at
the time step t in the future predicted by the modified GBDT.

3.2. Anomaly Detection Based on iForest-Boxplot

Isolation Forest (iForest) [42] distinguishes itself from traditional methods that rely
on metrics like distance and density for assessing the isolation among samples. Instead,
it identifies anomalous data points by isolating individual samples. Unlike algorithms
such as KMeans and DBSCAN, iForest does not necessitate the computation of distance- or
density-related metrics. This lack of requirements significantly enhances speed and reduces
system overhead. iForest can be viewed as an ensemble of multiple isolation trees (iTree):

IF = {t1, t2, . . . , tT}, (13)

where T is the number of iTree.
The recognition process involves utilizing random hyperplanes to partition the data

space, ensuring that each subspace accommodates only one data point. Anomalous points
swiftly get allocated to a subspace, whereas denser normal data points necessitate multiple
divisions. Points in the dataset exhibiting a shorter average search path length h(x) will be
classified as anomalous.

h(x) =
1
T ∑t∈IF ht(x), (14)

where ht(x) is the number of iterations needed to isolate the sample x in the t-th isolated tree.
For real-time anomaly detection, the variable x denotes the voltage values of individual

battery cells in the GBDT model’s output matrix D. This yields the average search path
length for each battery cell in the Isolation Forest model, denoted as the matrix H:

Hk = [h(cell1), h(cell2), . . . , h(celli), . . . , h(cellk)], (15)

where h(celli) is the average search path length of the i-th battery cell within the iForest.
In this study, Boxplot is employed to detect the average search path length of each bat-

tery cell within iForest, identifying anomalous cells, and completing the anomaly detection
for the power battery.

4. Voltage Prediction and Fault Diagnosis Results and Discussion
4.1. Optimization of Training Samples and Hyperparameters

During the training phase of the GBDT model, numerous parameters require config-
uration and optimization. However, this process is time-consuming, particularly when
handling extensive datasets. Hence, this study initially defines a set of hyperparameters
based on experience and progressively refines them to enhance the model. To verify and
ensure model stability, 10-fold cross-validation is employed. For assessing the prediction
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efficacy of the trained GBDT model, mean square error (MSE) is chosen as the evaluation
metric. The MSE formula in this study is expressed as:

MSE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(Uh − Ûh)
2, (16)

where n is the count of training or testing samples, Uh and Ûh denote the actual and
predicted voltage values of the battery system. MSE is employed in this study to assess
the prediction outcomes of each cross-validation iteration on the test data. The ultimate
training MSE is the mean MSE derived from ten cross-validation models. Through MSE
computation, we gauge the predictive efficacy of the model and ascertain the optimal
parameter configurations.

The GBDT model’s loss function and learning rate serve as hyperparameters during the
training process. With an increase in the learning rate, the model undergoes phases of under-
fitting, optimal fitting, and over-fitting, causing the MSE to decrease and subsequently
increase after reaching its minimum. Hence, selecting the appropriate learning rate and loss
function is crucial, as depicted in Figure 3. The corresponding MSE for different learning
rates and loss functions is presented in the figure. Notably, when the loss function is
the absolute error and the learning rate (denoted as λ) is set to 0.12, the MSE reaches its
minimum, signifying the optimal performance of the GBDT voltage prediction model.
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To ensure the accuracy and timeliness of the prediction model, optimizations are
conducted for the training sample, training time step, and predicting time step (PTS).
Initially, the training sample is set to one month of data, the training time step is set to 180,
representing half-hourly data, and PTS is set to 30, corresponding to five-minute data. The
proposed GBDT model is trained using the training data of the first group of vehicles. To
facilitate the comparison of training effects with different training sample sizes based on
preset hyperparameters, various-sized training samples from the first group of data are
input into the GBDT model for pre-training. The prediction results of battery voltage are
then validated through 10-fold cross-validation. Based on the data shown in Figure 4, the
following observations can be made: When the size of the training sample exceeds three
months of data, meaning the training data cover a longer period of historical records, the
MSE shows no significant change. This implies that adding more training samples does
not notably improve the predictive performance of the model. However, when the training
sample is less than three months of data, indicating that the training data cover only a short
period of historical records, the MSE value significantly increases. This indicates that with
fewer training samples, the model fails to fully learn the battery voltage characteristics
under different vehicle states, leading to a decrease in predictive performance.
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In summary, considering the trend of MSE changes and the balance between the time
and accuracy of model training, we can conclude that a three-month training dataset can
effectively cover various vehicle states and is selected as the training sample in this study
to achieve better battery voltage prediction performance.

4.2. Comparison of Different PTSs

To achieve timely and accurate prediction of power battery anomalies, two factors
need to be considered. On the one hand, to maximize the accuracy of voltage prediction,
provide more precise data for voltage anomaly diagnosis, thereby enhancing the accuracy
of safety warnings. On the other hand, while ensuring the accuracy of predictions, the
PTS of GBDT should be as long as possible. This gives the driver more time to respond
to impending anomalies. Therefore, this paper conducted MSE comparative experiments
with different PTSs. The experiments included 10 different PTSs, denoted as PTS = 6, 12, 18,
24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, and 60, corresponding to predicting battery voltage for the next 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 min, respectively. As shown in Figure 5, when PTS is too long, it
results in a larger MSE, making precise battery voltage prediction unattainable. Conversely,
when PTS is too short, timely alarms cannot be achieved. Considering both factors, this
paper selects PTS = 36, where the MSE is 1.6959 × 10−4.
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4.3. Comparison of Different Training Time Steps

The initially set hyperparameters of the model indicate that the initial training time
step is configured as 180, representing half-hourly battery voltage data. For the sake of
prediction accuracy and timeliness, a further comparison of MSE is conducted with time
steps set at 60, 90, 120, 180, 240, and 300. This implies inputting historical data of 10, 15,
20, 30, 40, and 50 min into the modified GBDT model, respectively. The MSE results are
depicted in Figure 6. When time steps are set to 60 and 90, the model’s predicted mean
squared error (MSE) is relatively high, indicating lower accuracy in voltage prediction. As
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the time steps increase to 120, there is a noticeable decrease in MSE, signifying improved
accuracy in voltage prediction. Beyond 120 time steps, the change in MSE becomes less
pronounced. However, with an increase in time steps, the model training time also increases,
leading to a decrease in timeliness. In summary, setting time steps to 120 achieves a balance
between accuracy in voltage prediction and meeting timeliness requirements.
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4.4. Battery Voltage Prediction Results and Discussion

Based on the model hyperparameters determined in the previous three sections, we
chose a training sample of 3 months of data, a PTS of 36, and a training time step of 120 for
voltage prediction. To validate the accuracy of the model for battery voltage, we conducted
10-fold cross-validation and experiments for parameter tuning. When evaluating prediction
errors, we employed the relative error (RE) to measure the accuracy of predictions for each
time step, which can be described as follows:

RE =

∣∣Uh − Ûh
∣∣

Uh
× 100%, (17)

For the visualization of the model’s voltage prediction outcomes, we input the valida-
tion data from the faulty vehicle into the GBDT model. Figure 7 presents a comparative
display of the predicted voltage and RE. The chart distinctly demonstrates that GBDT
attains accurate voltage predictions for the identical vehicle, exhibiting an MRE of 0.321%
during this timeframe. MRE is defined as:

MRE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

REi (18)
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4.5. Validate Robustness and Adaptability with Real-World Vehicle Data

An effective battery voltage prediction method should be applicable to a broader range
of vehicles and diverse vehicle states. Therefore, the robustness and adaptability of this
model are validated using data from other vehicles of the same model. The vehicle data
are categorized into two states: the vehicle operational state and the parked charging state.
The MREs for these two states are 0.317% and 0.032%, respectively. The actual voltage
values and predicted voltage values for each state are depicted in Figure 8. The sufficiently
small RE and MRE indicate that the voltage prediction model performs well in predicting
voltages for 36-time steps across vehicles with the same specifications.
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4.6. Algorithm Superiority Verification

In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed voltage prediction method, MSE is
chosen as the comparative metric. The comparative analysis involves assessing the model
against linear regression, random forest, support vector machine (SVM), LightGBM, and
XGBoost models. The results of the comparative analysis are detailed in Table 3. The results
indicate that the method proposed in this paper demonstrates the lowest MSE, signifying
a high level of precision in voltage prediction. Notably, this method outperforms other
approaches, particularly in the domain of timely voltage prediction.
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Table 3. Voltage prediction accuracy of different algorithms.

Algorithm MSE PTS

Linear Regression 1.06 × 10−3 1
SVM 5.21 × 10−3 1

Random Forest 4.86 × 10−4 36
LightGBM 6.28 × 10−4 36
XGBoost 2.12 × 10−4 36

LSTM [43] 7.04 × 10−3 6
GBDT 2.03 × 10−4 36

Modified GBDT
(proposed in this paper) 1.73 × 10−4 36

Existing efforts to predict future battery states mainly rely on the characteristics of
current battery parameters, rarely directly predicting future parameters, as shown in [33].
Some of them estimate the current parameter state or predict the next parameter state. The
proposed GBDT model can achieve real-time prediction. Therefore, the prediction results
of the proposed GBDT model at PTS = 1 are taken as the comparison object. It is compared
with other algorithms mentioned in the literature, as shown in Table 4. The comparative
results in Table 4 indicate that the proposed predictive model in this paper has competitive
predictive performance compared to other methods.

Table 4. Comparison of errors for various studies.

Method Parameters MRE

Battery model based on simplified physical analysis [44]
Voltage prediction

MRE < 3.7%
LSTM-RNN battery model [45] MRE < 4.8%

KLMS-X filter algorithm [46] MRE < 4.5%
A two-step prediction approach for temperature rise [47] Temperature prediction MRE < 3.05%

Kalman Filter [48] MRE < 3.21%
AUKF with LSSVM battery model [49]

SOC prediction
MRE < 2%

LSTM-RNN battery model [50] MRE < 0.64%
Fuzzy NN with genetic algorithm [51] MRE < 0.83%

The modified GBDT model (proposed in this paper)
Voltage prediction MRE < 0.35%

Temperature prediction MRE < 0.76%
SOC prediction MRE < 0.47

5. Real-World Power Battery Anomaly Prediction Results and Verification
5.1. Abnormal Voltage Prediction

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed power battery abnormal voltage predic-
tion, data from the malfunctioning vehicle before the occurrence of the fault are input into
the voltage prediction model proposed in this paper. The predicted voltages for all battery
cells are shown in Figure 9. Cells NO.8, NO.51, and NO.86 exhibit severe inconsistency
issues; cells NO.33 and NO.70 show a moderate degree of inconsistency. The voltages of
these cells show an expanding trend of anomalies, and the MRE between all predicted
and actual voltages is 0.155%. This indicates that the proposed method can achieve early
prediction of abnormal power battery voltages.

5.2. Fault Diagnosis Result and Discussion Based on iForest-Boxplot

Predicted voltages from Section 5.1 are input into the isolated forest, yielding the
average search path length for each battery cell. This length, considered the score, is
subsequently analyzed using a box plot to identify and diagnose abnormal battery cells,
as illustrated in Figure 10. When the abnormality level of a battery cell is not exceedingly
high, this method can effectively predict battery anomalies, thus validating the efficacy of
the proposed approach. Moreover, the method avoids false alarms for other normal cells,
confirming the reliability of the proposed approach.
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NMMCNEV, offering enhanced decision support for drivers. 

In summary, the battery fault diagnosis method proposed in this paper based on 
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dimensional factors comprehensively, and emphasizing practical application needs, this 
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6. Conclusions

This paper introduces a power battery anomaly prediction method, GBDT-iForest-
Boxplot, designed to overcome the limitations associated with traditional methods of fault
diagnosis. To validate the efficacy and feasibility of our method, we employ a real-world
dataset of electric vehicles from NMMCNEV as the research foundation. The approach
entails the swift and real-time prediction of battery cell voltage and anomaly detection,
leveraging vehicle sensor data. Compared to traditional simulated and experimental data,
our approach rectifies the limitations inherent in these datasets, leading to more accurate
and reliable predictions of battery anomalies.

Additionally, this study comprehensively considers the influence of various states
and multidimensional vehicle factors on battery voltage. We consider factors including
the vehicle’s charging status, operational status, and driving behavior, enhancing the
applicability of our method. Integrating these factors enables a more precise prediction of
future battery voltage. Ultimately, employing the Isolation Forest and Boxplot methods
allows for anomaly detection in individual battery cells. The robustness and effectiveness of
our anomaly prediction method were verified using electric vehicle data from NMMCNEV,
offering enhanced decision support for drivers.

In summary, the battery fault diagnosis method proposed in this paper based on GBDT-
iForest-Boxplot demonstrates significant innovation and contributions. By addressing the
shortcomings of traditional methods, considering multiple states and multidimensional
factors comprehensively, and emphasizing practical application needs, this method can
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provide robust support for the improvement and optimization of electric vehicle safety
warning systems.
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